RIBERAMUNT
A Tourism Corridor, more than just a Tourism Itinerary
ORDINO, a Mountain, Rural & Touristic Territory

- Surface area: 85 km²
- From 1,300 m to 2,915 m high
- Population: 5,000 inhabitants
- 8 villages: Ordino, Sornàs, Segudet, Ansalonga, la Cortinada, Llorts, Arans and el Serrat
- Sorteny Valley Natural Park created in 1999, first Natural Park in the Principality of Andorra
- The Iron Route certified Cultural Route of the Council of Europe since 2004
- Biosphere Reserve by UNESCO since 2020
- Best Tourism Village by UN TOURISM since 2023

A village strongly rooted to history and culture through:
- The traditions such as the burning of the Fallas every 28 June; Patrimony Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity by UNESCO since 2015
- The representation of the last Ossa d’Ordino every December, Intangible Cultural Heritage of humanity by UNESCO since 2022

Economy: Agriculture & Tourism
**SPORT EVENTS**

- Freeride World Tour
- Borrufa Trophy
- Freeride Junior Tour
- AndorraSkimo
- Trail 100 by UTMB
- Volta als Ports

**CULTURAL AND GASTRONOMIC EVENTS**

- Gastronomic fair of Andorra
- Classicand Festival
- Music festival at the national auditorium
- Candlelight night
ORDINO, a Welcoming Territory

- 18 Hotels / Aparthotels
- 6 Tourists flats accomodations
- 3 Country houses
- 35 Holidays flats
- 1 Mountain hut all year round
- 23 Restaurants/ Pubs & Coffee shops
- Ski Resort Ordino Arcalís by Grandvalira Resorts
- Visitors:
  - 370,000 summer visitors
  - 450,000 winter visitors
ORDINO, needs a new tourist project

Main objectives:

- To design a tourist flow connecting attractions
- To avoid some tourist attractions to be overcrowded
- To promote a sustainable and healthy Tourism
- To offer a rich cultural experience
- To Highlight all the towns in the valley and their historical importance up to the present day
- To diversify the current tourism demand – mainly concentrated in the town of Ordino and the Ski Mountain Resort in winter and summer
- To adapt the experience for almost all visitors – inclusive tourism adapted with Braille and signed languages
- To meet the needs and expectations of travellers (family-friendly, pleasant, natural, calm, interesting, fun...) for a unique experience
- To provide a framework for economic development
Main Characteristics:

- Offers a 15 km touristic trail along an easy green itinerary
- The route can be experienced in a sustainable way (walking, biking, running, or with the free bus)
- Main tourism sites have a sign providing information accessible to all, promoting equal opportunities and equitable use for people with diverse abilities.
  - 4 languages
  - 365 days/year
  - Free Wifi (available in some points)
- Features 25 points of interest: cultural, historical, landscape interpretation, viewpoints, photo points.
SOME EXAMPLES OF INTEREST
Riberamunt, a Project that Fosters new Activities and SMEs

- Tristaina Solar viewpoint
- Outdoor escapes “Cultural escape rooms”
- Secret Mountain Tents
- Riberamunt local products
- Riberamunt Tours
ORDINO, a Territory that looks towards the future

www.visitordino.com